RAY-BAN FOR SCUDERIA FERRARI
CELEBRATING A UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP
IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE DESIGN
Inaugurating the start of an exciting new season in their partnership, Ray-Ban and Scuderia Ferrari present the latest in next
generation racing design.
And as always, the new release has its sights set on the top of the podium, featuring aeronautical grade peek and ultra-light
carbon fiber, impact-absorbing rubber and advanced Chromance lenses.
Endorsing the collection’s exclusive status, each frame features the iconic Prancing Horse Shield and trademark Black, Red and
Modena Yellow accents, as well as Ray-Ban & Scuderia Ferrari Shield lens logos and custom packaging.
Dedicated to those who live in the fast lane - Ray-Ban for Scuderia Ferrari.

RB8356M
Featuring sharp angles and high-power curves, flexible carbon fiber temples with
rubber grip tips and advanced Chromance lens technology make sure this dynamic
look stays in the fast lane, signature red accents and signature Prancing Horse shields
add #1 Ray-Ban for Scuderia Ferrari status. Available in 5 colors, including race-inspired
color combos of black&red or black&light carbon with state-of-the-art Chromance
lenses or versatile Havana, black or blue frames with classic lenses.

RB4296M
Rounding the track in style, iconic curves and high-performance materials make
sure this look wins on any circuit. Ultra-light and resilient, the aerospace grade
thermoplastic frame and advanced Chromance lens technology offer enhanced
performance, racy red or Modena yellow rivets and rubber grips, as well as signature
Prancing Horse shields and Ray-Ban logos, mark its legendary identity. Choose from
total black with red rubber grips and rivets or cool grey with eye-catching Modena
yellow rivets and rubber grips and red, blue or black frames with grey temples for a
combo look.

RB4179M
High-grip rubber elements and ultra-light & strong thermoplastic give this streamlined
frame high-impact style, advanced Chromance lens technology makes sure its vision
is always clear. Featuring a high-coverage lens shape and slim profiles, this powerful
look makes clean, performance-driven design this season’s winning style, Prancing Horse
shields give legendary racing status. Available in 5 colors, including an adrenalin-charged
total red SKU, sleek grey with Modena yellow rubber accents, iconic black with red
rubber tips, cool blue or total black with Chromance lenses.

RX6473M
Designed to frame the performance driven vision of the world’s fastest circuits, this
icon-inspired pilot sets optical style up for new records. With its tight curves and racy
rubber features, the metal frame comes in sleek metal tones with modern color rims
and signature racing red or Modena yellow nosepads and rubber temple tips for enhanced
comfort and high-impact racing style. Completing the look, the iconic Ferrari shield
and Ray-Ban temple logo defines its legendary profile.

RX8907M
Smart, light and fast off the mark, this straight-to-the-point optical look is made
to beat the pack to the finish line, every time. With its easy to wear shape and
strong, flexible temples in top grade carbon fiber, the Prancing Horse endorsed design
guarantees enhanced performance on and off the track, track-print temple patterns
and signature red, yellow or black rubber temple tips ensure a soft-grip fit with racing
style. Available in trendy translucent tones or versatile classics with signature red and
yellow accents and fine laser-engraved metal logo plaques.

RX7192M
Shifting the adrenalin-powered aesthetics of Ray-Ban for Scuderia Ferrari design up
a gear, bolder brows and a stand-out temple design give this look powerful attitude,
signature red, yellow or black rubber temple tips and iconic Prancing Horse shields
offer both a soft-grip fit and legendary made-to-win racing style. Made of light, easy to
wear nylon fiber, the frame comes in plain havana, blue and black or a racy black & red
combo with high-energy appeal.
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